
WILL OF CHAOS 

Chapter 3 Cap 3 : Status And Eat(Chapter Preview) 

 

Ding! 

<[ You gained a level ]> 

. 

<[ The level will be on hold until you circulate the experience gained 

throughout your body to be absorbed and then fully integrated into your stats 

]> 

There is? 

Level? Did I level up? 

Heiiiinnnnn???????? 

Does that mean I have a status too? Seriously? I tried to think of status since 

as a leech I'm not able to speak and then several windows appeared in my 

vision. 

<[ You gained 1 EXP from killing little leech ]> 

<[ You gained 1 EXP from killing little leech ]> 

<[ You gained 1 EXP from killing little leech ]> 

<[ You gained 1 EXP from killing little leech ]> 

<[ You gained 1 EXP from killing little leech ]> 

"NAME: NONE 

BREED: Small Poisonous Leech (Variant) 

LEVEL: 1/5 > 2/5 (Waiting) 
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EXP: 5/5 

LINEAGE: [ ○□■□●☆ ] [ Poisonous Leech: 100% ] 

HP: 2/5 

MP: 0/0 

Stamina: 0/5 

Strength: 2 

Dexterity: 1 

Agility: 2 

Defense: 1 

Intelligence: 3 

magic defense: 1 

Charm: -5 

Luck: -13 

CONDITION: [Hungry] [Tired] 

TITLES: [ □□○☆•○● ] [ ■□■□¤●¤▪︎☆○●□ ] [ transgressor of worlds ] 

" 

Ugh! 

What does that mean? This looks like a game. And if it weren't for the pain 

and tiredness I'm feeling reminding myself that this is all real I would be very 

confused right now, but I'm in pretty bad shape right now and it's not safe for 

me to be thinking and reflecting on all of this right now. 



I'll just accept it now and think more later. By that status, I'm tired and hungry, 

which matches what I'm feeling right now, so the first thing I need to do is eat, 

and the only food around is these five leeches I just killed. 

Urgh! 

Ghock! Nhac! 

I moved slowly to the corpses and started eating one by one without stopping 

to think, and only stopped when there was no more room in the barrel to 

continue. When I ended up I looked around and saw that I had eaten 2 whole 

Leeches without realizing it, the taste was less horrible than I imagined, I also 

found that even being tired I could move at least, which was a relief at least. 

<[ You have learned the following skills from Little Leech: 

• [ Poor blood detection:1] 

• [ Weak hunger resistance:1 ] ]> 

There is? 

Did I just receive skills? Why? 

Now that I'm no longer hungry and there doesn't seem to be another leech in 

the same puddle I'm in, I have time to reflect on all this. 

Hmmm um… 

If I think about it, I didn't get any skills after killing the leeches, and I only got 

them after I ate them, does that mean that maybe I can learn new skills from 

eating other creatures? 

I'll leave that thought on hold for now until I eat something else and see if it 

keeps happening. 

Now if I gained skills, where are they? I'll try to think about the status again so 

it opens and I can take a closer look as I continue to rest. 



"NAME: NONE 

BREED: Small Poisonous Leech (Variant) 

LEVEL: 1/5 > 2/5 (Waiting) 

EXP: 5/5 

LINEAGE: [ ○□■□●☆ ] [ Poisonous leech: 100% ] 

HP: 3/5 

MP: 0/0 

Stamina: 2/5 

Strength: 2 

Dexterity: 1 

Agility: 2 

Defense: 1 

Intelligence: 3 

magic defense: 1 

Charm: -5 

Luck: -13 

CONDITION: [ Tired ] 

TITLES: [ □□○☆•○● ] [ ■□■□¤●¤▪︎☆○●□ ] [ transgressor of worlds ] 

" 

Hmmm um… 

It looks like I don't have a name, which makes sense since I was just born. 

It seems that every leech I killed gave me 1 EXP which made me fulfill the 

requirements to level up. But it seems like I don't pass automatically, and the 



EXP I get for what the message from this system that appeared earlier said, 

it's stored inside me and I need to find it and make it circulate through my 

body while it's slowly absorbed, only then my level increases as far as I could 

understand. 

But before I do that, let me have a look at the rest. 

My race is Poisonous Little Leech, the "Little" in the breed name probably 

means I'm still in the infant stage of my race and not yet an adult, which 

makes sense since I'm just born, and the "poisonous" wants to say that I have 

poison which must be the reason I managed to immobilize some of the 

leeches during the fight. 

I seem to have two strains, the "poison leech" which is at 100%, it must be a 

pure strain, and another mysterious strain that I can't identify at the moment, 

I'll think about it later. 

It seems that my HP is STM went up a little while I was eating, mainly the 

STM seems to represent the numerical value of my residence and the HP 

must be my life, after eating the hunger condition disappeared, leaving only 

the tired condition which should disappear also if I rest a little longer. 

And about the "Titles" I can understand the "world transgressor" since I've just 

been reincarnated in a different world from my original, but it seems that there 

are two other titles that like the mysterious lineage I can't identify at the 

moment. 

And finally, what I wish I hadn't seen, my physical stats which are no doubt 

very weak. 

Uh! 

Look at this negative charm, from what I can see in my reflection I know I'm 

not pretty, but negative makes me cry, and even worse is this luck of minus 



thirteen, possibly this horrible luck is to blame for my reincarnation as a 

Leech. 

Bah! 

But changing the subject, I'm not seeing the so-called skills I gained, if I think 

for them to appear the same I thought with the status it will appear too? 

" PASSIVE SKILLS: [ Leech:1 ] [ Leech Belly:1 ] [ Weak Hunger Resistance:1 

] 

ACTIVE SKILLS: 

[ Weak Leech Bite: 1 ] [ Weak Paralyzing Poison Secretion: 1 ] [ Poor Blood 

Detection: 1 ] 

UNIQUE SKILLS: 

[ □▪︎●□○ ] [ Chaotic Devourer ] 

BLESSINGS: [ □■●○■¤ ] " 

There you have it, as far as I can see the abilities are in a different window 

than the normal stats, and they have different types of abilities, which are 

passive, active, and unique. The passive must be whose effects are always 

active. The active one I probably need to activate somehow. The unique skill I 

have no idea. 

I seem to have two unique abilities, one of them as well as the bloodline and 

mysterious titles I can't identify, the other "Chaotic Devourer", the name must 

be why I managed to gain two abilities by eating the leeches. 

And there's still a blessing of some kind that I can't identify either, is it from 

some God? To begin with, do gods exist? 

Hmmm um… 



So many things to think about while my brain feels like it's going to explode, I 

need to sort things out in order of priority. 

I'm safe for now and I just fed now, I can also vaguely see my current 

situation, the next problem to solve should be this "waiting" level if I go to 

follow what this system indicated I should feel this EXP inside me, so I'll try to 

meditate, just like I learned on Earth and see if I can find that EXP inside of 

me. 

After a few minutes of emptying my mind and feeling the water lapping my 

body, my mouth breathing, and my heartbeat, I finally can feel some kind of 

energy inside me, it seems to be wandering in my body. , so first I'm going to 

try to get them together in my bloodstream so it follows the flow of my blood 

and circulates all over my body to see if it works, and a few minutes later. 

Ding! 

"NAME: NONE 

BREED: Small Poisonous Leech (Variant) 

LEVEL: 1/5 > 2/5 

EXP: 5/5 > 0/6 

LINEAGE: [ ○□■□●☆ ] [ Poisonous Leech: 100% ] 

HP: 3/5 > 5/6 

MP: 0/0 

Stamina: 2/5 > 6/6 

Strength: 2 > 3 

Dexterity: 1 > 2 

Agility: 2 > 3 



Defense: 1 > 2 

Intelligence: 3 > 4 

Magic Defense: 0 

Charm: -5 

Luck: -13 

CONDITION: [ healthy ] 

TITLES: [ □□○☆•○● ] [ ■□■□¤●¤▪︎☆○●□ ] [ transgressor of worlds ] 

" 

My first attempt gave results as far as I can see. 

I feel refreshed and full of energy at the moment, it seems like my MTS filled 

up when I leveled up, but not HP, it just recovered a little but not all, my 

expectations to fully recover by leveling up or leveling up while I'm in equal 

battle in games and fully recovering has been completely crushed, but at least 

my HP has recovered a little. 

My other physical stats have all increased a bit except for luck, charm, magic 

defense, and MP. 

Luck and charm aren't going to change leveling up from the looks of it, which 

breaks my heart. 

About MP will probably only go to zero if I am able to learn about magic or feel 

magic, and "Magic Defense" will only go to zero possibly when I release MP. 

I could see that the amount of EXP increases with each level, I also don't 

know what happens if I reach the maximum level, but I hope the games are 

right and I evolve because if not, this new life will be extremely short since 

what prevails in wild environments like this is the law of survival of the fittest 

like the Rabbit and Wolf fight as well as the fight I won a few hours ago also 



demonstrated. I may have won before some leeches but I wouldn't stand a 

chance against the wolf, the eagle, or even that Rabbit and who knows what 

else is in this world. 

 


